A theorem of Kolmogoroff [2, p. 73] states that if the Fourier series © [/] of an L-integrable function f(x) has an infinity of gaps (»", «/) for which w//»"£ïX>1, (gaps of Hadamard's type), then sn -s/ for almost all x, and it can be concluded that if f(x) is continuous then this is valid for all x. From this theorem one can derive another theorem of Kolmogoroff: If fCL2 and »"+i/»" Si X > 1 then s" -»/ for almost all x. Recently R. Gosselin [l ] has proved a similar theorem with considerably larger subsequences («" ni), although with less precision in locating the indices.
In this note, we prove the following theorem for gaps where
Theorem. Letf(x) be continuous at x = x0, and let @ [/] be a lacunary Fourier series with an infinity of gaps (n" n¡) for which ni -»"->=°, »//»,-»! and for every e>0. Proof of Theorem. Take nv = n, ni =m and denote by Dn(t) and Kn(t) the Dirichlet and Fejér kernels, i.e. with an absolute constant C.
Given an e we can choose 5 so that w(xo, ô) <e and we can suppose (m -n) so large that Ji+/2+/3 = o(l); this proves the theorem.
